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Over 100 million people have migrated due to weather events and climate change 
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“The impact that climate change has on oceans and the degradation of marine ecosystems 

in many regions throughout the world has led people to migrate, sometimes by force, in 

order to protect their livelihoods.” 

 

This article highlights how coastal erosion, sea level rise, intensifying storms, and other 

climate-change related disasters have already created over 20 million climate migrants 

each year since 2008. This number is expected to increase with hundreds of millions 

living in at-risk urban and rural regions.  

 

Furthermore, people in these vulnerable areas will also suffer due to deteriorating 

economic conditions from declines in fish stocks, repeated construction costs, and loss of 

infrastructure.   

 

http://www.brinknews.com/rising-tides-and-climate-migrations-future/


“The Global leaders are gathering in New York from June 5-9, 2017, for the United 

Nations Ocean Conference, a milestone event for the leaders to work toward one of the 

globally agreed sustainable development goals on “life below water.” This event 

represents a key opportunity to bring up the migration dimensions when striving to 

protect the oceans and keep the human at the center of the global policy discussions.”  

 

 

New official advice on sea levels - no consents to build until two meters above high 
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A new law may prohibit New Zealand towns from building near the shore. 
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The article details a draft report by the government of New Zealand to local Councils, 

which proposes banning them from approving or building within 1.9 meters of the high 

tide mark. 

 

The document also “Refers to ‘retreat’ as a planning option for areas facing an 

encroaching ocean - a step that would see land surrendered to the tide and communities 

potentially relocated.” In response, local Councils have questioned the feasibility of 

retreat without substantial financial support from the federal government, though 

government representatives note that some towns are already in the process of creating 

managed retreat plans and running community engagement processes around them.  

 

https://oceanconference.un.org/
http://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/oceans/
https://oceanconference.un.org/index.php?page=view&type=20000&nr=1334&menu=3327
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=11868570
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Two towns competing for federal funding, two different outcomes  
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“As climate change impacts larger swathes of US coastal towns, the idea of climate-

induced migration is no longer an abstract concept that is only impacting far-away islands 

in the Pacific. A… 6-foot rise in sea levels by 2100, fueled by a collapse of the polar ice 

caps, could lead to 13.1 million Americans along the coasts losing their homes to the 

rising tide. Even a more modest rise of 3 feet would leave 4 million homeless.” 

 

This article details the process of two highly vulnerable coastal communities, Isle de Jean 

Charles, LA and Newtok, AK, applying for National Disaster Resiliency Competition 

funding to relocate. Due to financial constraints, Louisiana received federal funding, with 

$48M directed towards the relocation of Isle de Jean Charles, while Newtok received no 

money for its relocation plan.  

 

Isle de Jean Charles now must create the “blueprint” for relocating an entire town with 

planners confronting the social, economic, cultural, psychological, and political 

challenges of such a move.  

 

At the same time, Newtok is still looking for answers and a way forward.  

https://qz.com/994459/the-us-is-relocating-an-entire-town-because-of-climate-change-and-this-is-just-the-beginning/
https://qz.com/994459/the-us-is-relocating-an-entire-town-because-of-climate-change-and-this-is-just-the-beginning/
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U.K. National trust will allow certain coastal landmarks to naturally erode.  
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The U.K.’s National Trust is adopting a policy of “continuous ruination” for many of its 

coastal landmarks due to climate change, rising sea levels, increasing numbers of storms, 

and shrinking budgets.  

 

While certain iconic landmarks will be relocated away from the shore, others will be left 

to nature.  

 

“Continuous ruin – or adaptation as the Trust calls it – is basically nothing new. ‘On the 

Suffolk coast, there is a tiny village called Dunwich,’ Dyke says. ‘It was once a major 

trading town but it was swallowed up in its entirety in the medieval period. So this is not 

something new. It’s been happening and it will continue to happen, particularly with sea 

level rise... sometimes it’s about celebrating these sites and enjoying them while they’re 

still here.”’ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.theguardian.com/environment/shortcuts/2017/jun/05/get-in-the-sea-should-we-allow-coastal-heritage-sites-to-fall-to-ruin
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/shortcuts/2017/jun/05/get-in-the-sea-should-we-allow-coastal-heritage-sites-to-fall-to-ruin
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This video shows a submerged NYC of the future.  

Photo by: mpewny, pixabay  

 

Sea level rise will pose a particular threat to coastal cities, such as New York. The video 

imagines a flooded New York City in a world where global temperatures have risen by 2-

4 degrees Celsius.   
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FEMA oversees the National Flood Insurance Program; how it manages it could affect its power. 
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This blog argues that FEMA’s new draft Nationwide Programmatic Environmental 

Impact Statement too narrowly interprets the concept of land use authority and finds that 

the agency “lacks the power to proscribe the type of development which may occur in a 

floodplain”.  The author claims that this interpretation will weaken the power of the 

National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) and emphasizes that FEMA needs to embrace 

its power to regulate development to prevent flood damage and reduce development in 

high-flood risk areas.  

  

“FEMA must be able to account for these [climatic] changes by fostering mitigation, 

which includes proscribing sustainable land use practices in the nation’s floodplains.  

Unfortunately, FEMA is hamstringing its ability to prepare for this future by narrowly 

interpreting land use authority.”  
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